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LR Editor X: March is here.
 
LR Editor Y: Yes! One cannot miss it. With all of social media
                     screaming how one needs to "March on" non stop.
 
 LR Editor Z: Laughing (ha ha ha) in my opinion, it seems the month
                      comes with even more pressures than "January and the
                      new year resolution jazz".
 
LR Editor Y:  Why do you say so?
 
LR Editor Z:  Most messages and GIF from February 28th to March 1st

                      I got on my phone, whatapps, group chats and
                      Facebook, were emphasizing how one needs to "March
                      on all obstacles in the career, home and personal
                      development arena"
                      I was beginning to get the overwhelming feeling that
                      there is an on-going war.  
 
LR Editor X:  Hmmm.....but life is some sort of war? We all have to
                      work hard and smart to get what we want and that in
                      itself is "war". What's more, the 3rd month of the year is
                      named after the Roman god of war - Mars.
 
LR Editor Z: What ever happened to diplomacy?
                     The connotation that people need to March in a fast
                     and furious manner against all perceived challenges in one
                     particular month can be daunting and even depressive. 
                     There are days when we do not have the                              
                     zeal to lift even a little finger? In my opinion, the
                     emphasis should be on encouraging us all to move
                     forward, irrespective of the pace. Set achievable goals in
                     little chunks and not be pressured to think March is the
                     month when we have to make war on all our life
                     challenges. March should be the month of taking stock,
                     strategizing and refueling with the aim of moving forward.
                     Sometime the pace does not matter but the consistence of forward
                     movement makes the difference.
 
Hello readers, what do you think of that discussion above? It is the
beauty of our team interaction here on LR. No one person has all the
answers, however, generating the discuss allows for individual
reflection that enhances customized solutions depending on each
person's circumstance. We hope it does the same for you.
 
 
February here was power packed. We had tips on how to become
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the most powerful black man in the United Kingdom. Tom Ilube told
us how the key to success and power lies in giving back.
"Life is not about wealth, it is about what contribution you make to

those around you" Tom Ilube

 Next was Kemi Oyesola the Thought Transformation Coach and
Mentor. She helped us rethink How2Think.

"Your thoughts are so powerful. They can make or break you.  So
transform what you are thinking so that your results are also

transformed." Coach Kemi Oyesola

Nancy Nnaji nee Illoh was on our "motivational platform" to reinforce
the message - being the change we want to see. This multiple award
wining Broadcaster, Presenter and Producer who hosts Money Line,
the most watched and engaging financial and economic analytic show

on the African continent has this to say:
"Many people male or female respect true excellence when they

see it. So excel first, then deal with the few "stereotypes" later - you
may be surprised how your excellence may have turned them (the

sceptics) to converts".
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 March will be no different on your number one motivational platform.
We have a line up of guest features that will make one further

understand the "iceberg nature of success".  We do not wish to let the
cat out of the bag. All we can say now, is that will start from Zambia

and move round the world - so stay with us because you do not want
to miss your regular doses of all things motivational.

 
In the spirit of the month of March and against the background
conversation that began this newsletter, take time to give some
thought to these wise words below from Joseph Alexander Leighton
and Abraham Lincoln:

Human progress is not an uninterrupted march forward. It is a slow
and devious movement with haltings and twistings. The pathway of

man ascends and descends, wanders off into mazes. At times the trail
seems to lose itself in the wilderness of human passion and folly. But

inch-by-inch it goes forward with halting steps.
Joseph Alexander Leighton

 
 

I walk slowly but I never walk backwards.
Abraham Lincoln
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